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Since its introduction more than 10 years ago, LDL-apheresis has gained much interest and has proven its clinical utility in patients who cannot be adequately treated by diet and drug therapy alone. A number of clinical studies have clearly demonstrated that regular LDL-apheresis not only favourably influences the progression of coronary artery disease, but also decreases the incidence of cardiovascular events and prolongs survival time of coronary patients at high risk. Both hypercholesterolemia and hyperfibrinogenemia show a high prevalence in heart transplant recipients and seem to cause direct effects on survival time. Heparin-mediated extracorporeal LDL-precipitation-LDL-apheresis has proven to be very successful in this group of patients, which may be caused by the simultaneous removal of LDL, lipoprotein (a) and fibrinogen, and also because LDL-apheresis decreases the susceptibility of LDL to oxidation. In addition, there is clear clinical and experimental evidence that LDL-apheresis rapidly improves the endothelial-mediated vasomotion. Not unexpectedly, there are differences in specificity and side-effects between the systems used and these deserve more attention for future routine clinical use. Curr Opin Lipidol 9:521–526. © 1998 Lippincott Williams & Wilkins

Introduction

There is clear clinical evidence that a drastic lowering of plasma LDL-cholesterol concentrations reduces significantly the rate of total and coronary mortality as well as the incidence of cardiovascular events in high risk hypercholesterolemic patients [1•]. In most patients, standard diet and treatment with 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl coenzyme A (HMG-CoA) reductase-inhibitors are adequate to reach the recommended plasma LDL-cholesterol levels of 100 mg/dl and below. However, in addition to patients with the rare form of homozygous hypercholesterolemia, a small group of high risk patients remains with elevated LDL-cholesterol levels despite maximal cholesterol lowering drug therapy. This group also
comprises patients who do not tolerate therapy with statins. These patients can be treated with high effectiveness by LDL-apheresis, an extracorporeal procedure for selective removal of LDL from the circulation [2].

Clinical utility of long-term LDL-apheresis

Lupien et al. [3] were the first to attempt the selective removal of LDL because plasma exchange requires substitution of plasma fractions with its inherent danger of infections and allergic reactions. Subsequently, several LDL-apheresis procedures with varying degrees of selectivity and effectiveness have been developed, some of which have gained successful clinical application. The procedures most commonly available today are the LDL-immunoadsorption, using immobilized sheep antibodies to apoprotein B_{100} [4], LDL adsorption to dextran sulfate attached to cellulose (DSCAL) [5] and the heparin-mediated extracorporeal LDL-precipitation (HELP) [6]. In addition to the drastic reduction of plasma LDL and lipoprotein (a) by the apheresis systems only the HELP procedure results in significant changes of hemorheological factors because of its simultaneous removal of plasma fibrinogen.

The apheresis systems were introduced in the early 1980s: immunoadsorption in 1981, dextran sulfate adsorption in 1985 and the heparin-mediated extracorporeal LDL-precipitation in 1986. Biocompatibility and effectiveness of the three apheresis procedures were recently compared in a small prospective cross-over [7]. All three LDL-apheresis methods effectively decreased total and LDL-cholesterol between 60% and 75%. High density lipoproteins and albumin were significantly reduced by the immunoadsorption procedure (-27%), but not by the DSCAL-and HELP-apheresis. HELP reduced plasma fibrinogen significantly (-58%), LDL-immunoadsorption showed no effect. As an unexpected result, a significant reduction of fibrinogen by the DSCAL procedure (-40%) was observed. However, this observation could not be confirmed in a recent large long-term study using the same apheresis system [8••].

In this study Gordon et al. described the long-term effects of LDL-apheresis in a trial with a follow-up of 5 years in 49 hypercholesterolemic patients (10 homozygous familial hypercholesterolemia, 39 heterozygous familial hypercholesterolemia [8••]). The study consisted of a 22-weeks controlled treatment period with an optional follow-up phase. Lipid lowering drug therapy was continued. A total of 3902 LDL-apheresis treatments were performed with a frequency of one procedure every 11±5 days for homozygotes and 14±6 days for heterozygotes. Twenty of the 49 patients discontinued the LDL-apheresis during the study period for reasons which were usually not attributed to complications of the therapy or to worsening of cardiovascular disease. The most common causes for discontinuation were inconvenience of the treatment and financial
reasons. Adverse clinical events occurred in 142 of the 3902 LDL-apheresis treatments performed (4%). The most common event was hypotension (0.9%).

It was reported previously [9] that the negative charges of dextran sulfate used for LDL-apheresis initiate the intrinsic coagulation pathway producing large amounts of bradykinin. Recent findings indicate that bradykinin generated during DSCAL-apheresis has pathophysiological effects via significant activation of the prostaglandin system (e.g. prostaglandin E2) [10•]. This is of clinical relevance in some patients treated with the DSCAL procedure, since concomitant treatment with angiotensin-converting enzyme-inhibitors can lead to severe anaphylactoid reactions during DSCAL treatment by an excessive increase in bradykinin levels [11]. Such reactions were not observed during long-term HELP-apheresis or LDL-immunoadsorption.

The acute reductions of LDL-cholesterol (76% per DSCAL procedure) in both heterozygotes and homozygotes were maintained throughout the long-term follow-up of Gordon et al. [8••]. There were only minimal changes from baseline in pretreatment LDL- and HDL-cholesterol levels at years 2 and 4 in the patients with heterozygous familial hypercholesterolemia. However, there was a reduction in pretreatment LDL-cholesterol from a baseline level of 480 mg/dl to 410 mg/dl and 352 mg/dl at years 2 and 4, respectively, in patients with homozygous familial hypercholesterolemia.

A decrease of pretreatment LDL-cholesterol levels during long-term LDL-apheresis of a homozygous patient was also reported in a previous study using the HELP procedure [12]. It was also demonstrated that HMG-CoA reductase inhibitors are an effective adjunctive therapy in homozygous patients, once LDL cholesterol levels have already been lowered by regular LDL-apheresis [12,13•].

In the long-term study using the DSCAL system, 24 cardiovascular events in 49 patients occurred during the 5 years before initiation of LDL-apheresis (6.3 events/1000 patient-months of follow-up), whereas only seven events occurred during the 5 years of apheresis (3.5 events/1000 patient-months of follow-up). Although this remarkable 44% reduction in the rate of cardiovascular events was not statistically significant, the study was not designed and powered to measure clinical events and end points [8••]. We found a comparable clinical outcome in a 5 years follow-up observation trial using the HELP procedure. In 186 high risk patients with pre-existing coronary heart disease and hypercholesterolemia 55 myocardial infarctions occurred during 10 years before undergoing HELP-LDL-apheresis; 26 myocardial infarctions occurred 5 years before start of apheresis, whereas only four infarctions occurred during the 5 years follow-up of HELP-LDL-apheresis. This remarkable reduction of cardiovascular events in patients with pre-existing coronary heart disease is giving proof of the excellent clinical effectiveness of LDL-apheresis. Its
clinical utility and benefit to the patient is further substantiated by the low number of deaths as a result of heart disease in a large group of patients treated with the HELP procedure from July 1995 to August 1998. Four hundred and two hypercholesterolemic patients with coronary heart disease were treated with more than 27 000 apheresis procedures for 678±315 days and a treatment frequency of 10.7±3.7 days. Only six out of 402 patients at high coronary risk died under the HELP-apheresis treatment in this time period, five patients from coronary heart disease and one patient for unknown reasons. These results clearly demonstrate that regular LDL-apheresis not only favourably influences the progression of coronary artery disease [14,15,16], but also decreases the incidence of cardiovascular events and prolongs the survival time of patients with coronary heart disease.

Recently, a new LDL adsorber-system with polyacrylate coated polyacrylamide gel (DALI) was described, which can eliminate LDL from whole blood without prior plasma separation [17,18]. In two small pilot studies biocompatibility and efficacy of the system were tested. According to the recommendations of the supplier, the DALI procedure should not be performed in patients with concomitant angiotensin-converting enzyme-inhibitor therapy because of the risk of severe hypotensive reactions. LDL-cholesterol was reduced by 45% and lipoprotein (a) by 43%. HDL-cholesterol, fibrinogen levels and blood cell counts were not significantly changed. However, the results of controlled clinical trials in larger patient populations have to be expected before routine clinical application of this interesting new technique can be recommended.

Effects of LDL-apheresis on LDL-oxidation

Oxidative modification of low density lipoproteins induces endothelial dysfunction such as induction of cell adhesion molecules, decrease of vasomotion and increased procoagulant activity [19]. Modified and oxidized LDL are taken up by macrophages in the vessel wall and can lead to cholesterol storage with the formation of foam cells. Recently, several studies have demonstrated that LDL-apheresis alters the susceptibility of LDL to oxidation. LDL-apheresis rapidly improves the resistance of LDL to oxidation by a significant prolongation of the lag-time of copper-induced LDL-oxidation as estimated by the conjugated-diene absorbance at 234 nm [20,21,22]. The precise mechanism of this effect is not clear. One explanation could be a possible change in the composition of LDL particle size distribution as a result of the removal of small dense particles, which are more susceptible to oxidation [23]. Another cause contributing to the enhanced resistance of LDL particles after apheresis may be a rise of antioxidative agents in the LDL-particles.

We have recently demonstrated [20] that plasmalogen phospholipids, which have been previously shown to enhance the oxidative resistance of LDL [24], significantly increased after HELP-apheresis. In contrast, the
vitamin E content of LDL was not altered by LDL-apheresis, whereas the total plasma vitamin E concentrations were significantly decreased by the concomitant removal of vitamin E with the LDL-particles from the circulation [20]. In a recent study including 26 patients undergoing HELP-apheresis, the resistance of LDL to oxidation (lag-time) after HELP-apheresis was closely related to a significant increase of plasmalogen phospholipids in the LDL-particles, whereas the association between the LDL-[alpha]-tocopherol content and the lag-time of LDL-oxidation was only weak [25•]. It can be suggested that the enrichment of LDL with plasmalogen phospholipids after apheresis prevents the formation of LDL-lyso-phosphatidylcholine, which has been shown to mediate many effects of oxidized LDL [19•]. The most pronounced plasmalogen effects were observed immediately after LDL-apheresis, and declined throughout the next 48 h.

Fatty acid composition of plasma lipoproteins can be altered by LDL-apheresis. An increase of oleic acid and a remarkable decrease in arachidonic acid after apheresis were reported [26], which may contribute to the decreased susceptibility of the post-apheresis-LDL particles to oxidation. Decreased LDL lipid peroxidation was also demonstrated in the long-term follow-up during repeated LDL-apheresis (DSCAL) in patients with homozygous familial hypercholesterolemia [22•].

These data provide substantial experimental evidence that LDL-apheresis not only decreases the plasma pool of LDL, but also alters the susceptibility of LDL to oxidation by compositional changes of the lipoprotein particles.

**Effects of LDL-apheresis on vasomotion**

There is new experimental and clinical evidence that hypercholesterolemia and elevated lipoprotein (a) levels can lead to an impairment of endothelium-dependent vasomotion [27,28•]. It has been suggested that oxidized LDL can impair the signal transduction between endothelial cell surface receptors and nitric oxide production leading to an inadequate production and availability of nitric oxide, which is followed by reduced vasodilatation, and that these effects can be ameliorated by lipid-lowering therapy [29]. Recently, it was demonstrated that a single LDL-apheresis shows a beneficial effect of the acetylcholine-induced endothelial-dependent vasomotion in peripheral arteries [30•,31••].

In patients with hypercholesterolemia LDL-apheresis significantly improved forearm blood flow in response to acetylcholine without changes in the endothelium independent vasodilatation response to sodium nitroprusside. The production of nitric oxide was significantly potentiated. Furthermore, plasma levels of oxidized LDL decreased significantly after apheresis and showed an inverse correlation to the degree of acetylcholine-induced vasodilatation and nitric oxide production. Thus, it
can be assumed that the fast and drastic removal of LDL from the circulation, as well as the enhanced resistance of LDL to oxidation by apheresis, may potentiate the production of endothelium-derived relaxing factors. Interestingly, the plasma endothelin levels increased after the apheresis despite the amelioration of endothelial function [31••]. Recently, a case of a patient was reported [32•] who showed a remarkable improvement of myocardial perfusion after 6 months of HELP-apheresis as assessed by exercise thallium-201 single-photon emission computed tomography, accompanied by an improvement in radionuclide ventriculography parameters. This patient, a 69-year-old woman with familial hypercholesterolemia, had suffered from myocardial infarction and underwent coronary bypass surgery. She was treated first for 20 months with immunoadsorption LDL-apheresis. Thereafter, the treatment was changed to the HELP procedure. The marked improvement in myocardial perfusion after 6 months of HELP-apheresis indicates that the additional reduction of plasma fibrinogen may contribute to the better perfusion of the myocardium by favourably influencing blood rheology.

Similar findings were reported in the LDL-Apheresis Atherosclerosis Regression Study (LAARS) comparing the effects of biweekly LDL-apheresis (DSCAL) plus simvastatin versus simvastatin alone on regional myocardial perfusion assessed by digital subtraction angiography (hyperemic transit time of contrast medium) [33]. After 2 years of treatment, regional myocardial perfusion improved only in the LDL-apheresis group and remained unchanged in the medication group.

Very recently, a significant 30% improvement in coronary vasodilatation capacity was reported within 24 h after a single HELP-apheresis treatment as assessed by positron emission tomography (PET) [34••]. In nine patients with coronary heart disease and hypercholesterolemia, PET was carried out immediately before and 18–20 h after HELP-apheresis. LDL-cholesterol levels before the first and second PET examinations were 194±38 mg/dl and 81±20 mg/dl, respectively, plasma fibrinogen levels 258±42 mg/dl and 144±39 mg/dl, respectively. Myocardial blood flow following dipyridamole administration increased after LDL-apheresis from 173–226 ml/min per 100 g (P<0.01). Calculated coronary flow reserve was improved from 1.91–2.48 (P<0.02). In addition, the minimum coronary resistance fell from 0.61–0.43 mmHg/min per 100 g per ml (P<0.01) [34••].

This interesting finding gives additional clinical evidence that short-term LDL-apheresis using the HELP procedure enhances the myocardial perfusion by an immediate improvement of impaired endothelial-dependent vasodilatation and additive hemorheologic effects. Therefore, the short- and long-term application of LDL-apheresis opens new therapeutic perspectives, particularly for patients with end-stage coronary artery disease, unstable angina and otherwise untreatable coronary heart disease. However, differences in the systems must be considered.
Clinical utility of long-term LDL-apheresis in heart transplant recipients

The major cause of morbidity and mortality in heart transplant recipients (HTX) in long-term follow-up is the development of accelerated graft vessel disease with an incidence of 5% to 10% per year [35]. The precise pathogenesis of graft vessel disease is still uncertain. However, at least three main factors appear to be involved: (1) multiple rejection episodes with T-lymphocyte infiltration into the coronary arteries; (2) elevated plasma fibrinogen levels leading to impaired microcirculation and inadequate oxygen supply in the graft tissue; and (3) elevated plasma LDL-cholesterol levels leading to the development of atherosclerotic lesions with accumulation of cholesterol-loaded foam cells. Both hypercholesterolemia and hyperfibrinogenemia show a high prevalence in HTX-recipients [36,37]. Recently, two randomized clinical trials demonstrated an impressive survival benefit in HTX-recipients by lowering LDL-cholesterol plasma levels by statins [38,39•]. However, because of possible adverse interactions of statins in conjunction with the regular immunosuppressive therapy, the application of adequate doses of statins in transplant recipients with severe hypercholesterolemia is limited. However, there are no efficient drugs which normalize elevated plasma fibrinogen levels to strongly enhance the risk of graft vessel disease in these patients. In order to reduce the plasma fibrinogen and LDL-cholesterol concentrations and to minimize the development of graft vessel disease we initiated a long-term ‘intention to treat’ study using the HELP procedure [40]. To date, more than 1000 HELP treatments in 21 HTX-patients were performed and well-tolerated. Compared to baseline values, the mean interval LDL-cholesterol levels were reduced by 50%, plasma fibrinogen by 38% and lipoprotein (a) by 32%. Blood cyclosporine A levels were not significantly affected by the HELP procedure, although a small amount of cyclosporine A, which binds to LDL (less than 5% of the plasma level) is eliminated together with the LDL particles by apheresis. However, this did not affect the therapeutic blood levels. In a recent pilot study consisting of 10 heart transplant recipients with elevated plasma fibrinogen levels, patients were treated with simvastatin and in addition with regular HELP-apheresis for 3 years. Only one patient developed significant graft vessel disease as assessed by annual coronary angiography. In comparison, seven out of 10 HTX-patients in a matched control group without apheresis treatment showed signs of transplant vasculopathy [41•].

In a recent secondary prevention trial Park et al. [42•] demonstrated that chronic LDL-apheresis with the HELP procedure can lead to regression of pre-existing graft vessel disease. Initially, all HTX-patients (n=8) had survived at least 2 years after transplantation, but had already developed graft vessel disease. Mean LDL-cholesterol levels were 210 mg/dl despite treatment with pravastatin. During a treatment consisting of 22 months of weekly HELP-apheresis, the mean plasma LDL-cholesterol, lipoprotein (a)
and fibrinogen levels fell from 210, 35 and 312 mg/dl to mean interval values between two apheresis treatments of 126, 25 and 260 mg/dl, respectively. The quantitative analysis of coronary angiograms performed 16 months before, at the time of initiation and 22 months after start of apheresis treatment showed a significant improvement of the luminal diameter of the stenosis.

The results of these pilot studies suggest that long-term LDL-apheresis with the HELP procedure is a safe and effective measure to prevent the development and to induce regression of graft vessel disease in heart transplant recipients at high risk.

New therapeutic applications of LDL-apheresis

The impressive and safe cholesterol lowering effects in coronary and in heart transplant patients, as well as the improvement of endothelial function, hemorheology and LDL-oxidation, open additional therapeutic applications in patients suffering from other ischemic manifestations: e.g. impaired cerebrovascular flow reserve, stroke, acute retinal ischemia, sudden loss of hearing, early occlusion of bypass grafts, acute pancreatitis and peripheral vascular disease. Aggressive cholesterol lowering with LDL-apheresis and statins can also reduce the extent of peripheral vascular disease in the carotids as well as in the arteries of the lower limbs [43,44]. In addition, a recent pilot study with short-term LDL-apheresis using the HELP system in patients with sudden loss of hearing showed first promising results suggesting the clinical utility of LDL-apheresis in microvascular disorders [45].

Conclusion

Several trials designed to assess the effect of long-term LDL-apheresis in combination with statins in the therapy of chronic coronary heart disease clearly demonstrated clinical benefits. More recent studies have also shown that graft vascular disease after heart transplantation can be prevented by chronic extracorporeal removal of LDL and fibrinogen from plasma. In addition, there is clear clinical and experimental evidence that LDL-apheresis rapidly improves endothelial-mediated vasomotion and decreases the susceptibility of LDL to oxidation. Because of differences in the technology of the various systems available, side-effects deserve future attention and more clinical experience may provide further insights into the acute effects of LDL-apheresis on both plaque stabilization and improvement of microcirculatory disorders.
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